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SAQ Session 4 Aug 14

Description

1 Have half the players on the outside (in bibs) with a football and
the other half (in bibs) in the middle
2 If Enough players create 4 players in middle working on ball
manipulation.
Variations
- Fast Feet
-Toe Taps
Sole of feet (Multi-directional)
Big toe,Litte toe
Messi-Ronaldo-Xavi
3 The players should play a one-two pass (one touch) with the
player on the outside and complete any station in the middle
before going to a different player to receive another pass
4 After 2 explosive minute in the middle players should swap with
those on the outside and do the same (swap 4 ball manip Players
if required)
Session variations:
- Play Combination around mannequin, RWTB to another outside
player.
- As above but look for a first time switch with outside player
- Volley's (left and right foot)
- Control with thigh and volley
- Control with chest and pass
- Header with feet on the ground and then a higher header with feet off the ground
Move on to 3v1 possession game in middle

SAQ 1 (With ball Manipulation (20 mins)

Play 3v3 on each pitch - bring together all elemets of first session
into the game
Number payers in each team, when calling out a number a player
from each team perform a ladder excercise then join the opporsite
team mates, cant go through a ladder that sombody else has
already gone through.
player must be fast to recognise wich ladder to go through to
where the space is on the opporsite pitch.
Variations of ladder work:
- fast feet
-Iccy Shuffle
-Hopping Left/right foot
-Both feet in each
- Two feet in- two feet out
-Bouncing

SAQ 2 (Fun Game) (20 mins)



1 Split teams even - if odd number create a Neautral (N) player in
middle third to create an overload, if not attacking team can allow 1
defender (D) in middle third to create an overload.
2 if ball is played into the attacking third 1 Mid (M) is allowed in the
attacking third to create a 2v2
3 If D's win roles reverse
Players must use
-Passsing, Movement & dribbling techniques
-Individual defending techniques ( were to recover to)
-Making earl decissions - keeping the ball or combination with
team mate
-Understand when to be patient in build up play & retention of
possession & when to attack with purpose
-Recognise switch of play
-Support above and below the ball
-Reaction to loss of possession deny space - pressing - recover-
compact.
-Progres to allow different player in different 3rd's - D's move
forward with play, midfielder support A's, left and right.
Key Learning Points
-Move forward quickly to create an overload in middle 3rd
-selection of when to passing,recieving &dribbling
-Attacking principles
-defending principles
-create space to beat players (1v)1- expliot space behind players (passing angle)
-good balance &concentration - as an individual & as a team
-stay on feet when tackling - dont dive in .

Playing through the 3rd's (shape) (50 mins)
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